epigenetically silence target genes and so downregulation of their expression is a potential mechanism for unsilencing repair genes.
Quantitative RT-PCR, western blotting, and immunostaining of invitro epithelial scratch wounds and invivo mouse skin wounds reveal that the Polycombs Eed and Ezh2 are downregulated during repair. How is their expression regulated? JNK signalling, which is well known to be activated during wound healing, is reported to decrease polycomb expression in other settings. We have manip- We aim to show by analysing Ddc +/ and Ddc /+ knockout mice how ablation of Ddc_exon1a affects heart-specific development.
We also will look at downstream target genes using microarray analysis. We predict that the knockout may affect compaction of the myocardium during mid-gestation, which could lead to car- We are interested in the potential differences between these two types of XCI process during post-implantation development. The inactive state of the Xp in extraembryonic tissues is thought to be less stable than in embryonic tissues. Recently it was shown that some genes are more prone to escape XCI than others in extraembryonic tissues (Patrat et al, PNAS, 106:5198, 2009 
